Abstract. In this paper, by establishing free-probabilistic models on the Hecke algebras H pGL2pQpqq induced by p-adic number fields Qp, we construct free probability spaces for all primes p. Hilbert-space representations are induced by such free-probabilistic structures. We study C˚-algebras induced by certain partial isometries realized under the representations.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study free-probabilistic models for Hecke algebras and study representations under the models, and investigate groups generated by certain operators under the representations. In [7] , the author and Gillespie considered certain embedded free-probabilistic subalgebras of Hecke algebras induced by p-adic number fields for primes p. And, in [2] , the author extended the free-probabilistic representations of [7] to those fully on the given Hecke algebras, and investigated elements of Hecke algebras as operators realized under the representations. Especially, the spectral theory of such Hilbert-space operators was considered in [2] . As a continuation, here, we keep studying free probability on the Hecke algebras in the extended sense of [2] , and concentrate on studying certain group C˚-(sub-)algebras determined by the representations (under quotient).
BACKGROUND
We have considered how primes (or prime numbers) act on operator algebras. The relations between primes and operator algebra theory have been studied from various 
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Ilwoo Cho different approaches. For instance, in [1] , we studied how primes act "on" certain von Neumann algebras generated by p -adic and Adelic measure spaces. Also, the primes as operators in certain von Neumann algebras, have been studied in [3] and [5] .
Independently in [6] and [4] we have studied primes as linear functionals acting on arithmetic functions, i.e., each prime p induces a free-probabilistic structure pA, g p q on the algebra A of all arithmetic functions. In such a case, one can understand arithmetic functions as Krein-space operators (for fixed primes) via certain representations (see [8] ).
These studies are motivated by number-theoretic results (e.g., [9, 10] and [14] ) under free probability techniques (e.g., [11, 12] and [13] ).
MOTIVATION
In modern number theory and its applications, p-adic analysis provides important tools not only for studying mathematical analysis, analytic number theory and non-Archimedian analysis (e.g., [1, 3, 7, 9] and [10] ), but also for studying geometry at small distances in mathematical quantum physics (e.g., [14] ). So, it is interested in both various mathematical fields and related scientific fields.
In [2] we studied free probability on Hecke algebras (see Sections 3 and 4 below). From the free-probabilistic models on Hecke algebras, we established certain representations of Hecke algebras, and considered corresponding C˚-algebras of Hecke algebras obtained from the representations, i.e., we understand every Hecke-algebra element as a Hilbert-space operator. Especially in [2] , spectral properties (self-adjointness, normality, isometry-property, unitarity, etc.) of such operators were characterized.
In this paper we are typically interested in projections and partial isometries induced by generating elements of HpG p q. By understanding them pure operator-theoretically we construct group C˚-algebras generated by certain "nice" partial isometries having their common initial-and-final projections. The operator-algebraic properties of such C˚-algebras will be studied as embedded C˚-subalgebras of the C˚-algebra induced by Hecke algebras.
Our study will provide bridges among number theory, operator algebra, operator theory and free probability.
OVERVIEW
In Section 2 we introduce definitions and fundamental properties for our work. In Sections 3 and 4 we briefly review our free probability models on Hecke algebras. Some free-moment and free-cumulant computations are provided for our main results. In Section 5 we establish Hilbert-space representations of Hecke algebras and construct corresponding C˚-algebras, as operator-algebraic structures containing full free-probabilistic information of Hecke algebras.
In Section 6 we study partial isometries and projections induced by generating elements of Hecke algebras under our representations in detail. Projections and partial isometries in our Hecke C˚-algebras have been considered in [2] , but we here provide much more detailed properties and characterizations of them (Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2) independently. Moreover, we fix finitely many partial isometries, having identical initial-and-final projections, and then construct groups generated by such partial isometries, as multiplicative subgroups of Hecke C˚-algebras. We study isomorphism theorems of such groups (see Theorem 6.3). Naturally, corresponding group C˚-algebras will be constructed as embedded C˚-subalgebras of the Hecke C˚-algebras. We consider structure theorems of such group C˚-algebras in Theorem 6.4 and Corollary 6.5.
In Section 7 free probability on these group C˚-algebras will be studied. We study free-distributional data of operators in the algebras by computing free-moments (Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 7.2), and consider freeness conditions (Theorem 7.6) on the group C˚-algebras by observing free-cumulants (Theorem 7.4) of generating operators.
DEFINITIONS AND BACKGROUND
In this section we review concepts and backgrounds of our proceeding works.
THE HECKE ALGEBRA OVER GL 2 pQ p q
Throughout this section let p be a fixed prime, and let Q p be the p-adic number field for p. This set Q p is by definition the completion of the rational numbers Q with respect to the p-adic norm
b P Q and k P Z. Define now the (multiplicative) group GL 2 pQ p q of all invertible p2ˆ2q-matrices over the p-adic number field Q p ,
where M 2 pQ p q means the set of all p2ˆ2q-matrices over Q p .
In the rest of this paper we denote GL 2 pQ p q simply by G p , if there is no confusion. The group G p is locally profinite coming from the topology on Q p , i.e., it has a neighborhood base of the identity u p of G p , consisting of the compact-open subgroups
where GL 2 pZ p q means the subset of GL 2 pQ p q whose elements have their entries in Z p , and where
s the identity matrix of M 2 pQ p q. The ρ-smoothness means that HpG p q is a smooth representation of G p under right translation. In other words, for any element f P HpG p q, there is a compact-open subgroup K of G p such that
for all g P G p . We sometimes say also that f is locally constant. We make HpG p q into an associative algebra by taking f 1 , f 2 P HpG p q and defining convolution (as a vector multiplication) [12] (also, see cited papers therein). The original analytic free probability theory is established by Voiculescu, and since the mid 1980's, it has developed as one of the main branches of operator algebra theory. By replacing independence of classical probability theory to (noncommutative) freeness, we can have the noncommutative (and hence, possibly commutative) operator-algebraic and operator-theoretic probability and corresponding statistics (for instance, free stochastic calculus, etc). Such a noncommutative(-or-commutative)-algebraic extended probability theory, called free probability, has various applications not only in mathematics (operator theory, in particular, spectral theory, and operator algebra, see e.g. [11] ), but also in related scientific fields (e.g., free entropy theory, quantum probability, and quantum statistics, etc).
In combinatorial free probability the free-probabilistic information of given operators in an algebra is determined by free moments or free cumulants (see e.g., [12] ). In fact free moments and free cumulants are equivalent under the Möbius inversion; but free moments are used for studying free-distributional data of operators, while free cumulants are used for studying freeness among operators in the algebra.
We refer readers to [12] and [13] for more about free probability theory. Especially, we will use the same concepts and results of [12] in this paper (without introducing them precisely).
GROUP ALGEBRAS
Let G be a countable discrete group. Then one can construct the algebra A G by
, where ř means a finite sum, i.e., A G is the algebra generated by G. We call A G , the group algebra generated by G.
Each group algebra A G is understood as a˚-algebra over C, by defining the adjoint (˚) on it by˜ÿ
where g´1 in the right-hand side mean group-inverse of g. All groups G of this paper are assumed to be countable discrete groups. 
where e G is the group-identity of G, satisfying
where x¨,¨y 2 means the inner product on H G and δ means the Kronecker delta.
In particular, the group-action u acts as follows: for each g P G, the image upgq, denoted by u g , becomes a unitary operator in the sense that: ug " u´1 g , where ug means the (Hilbert-space-operator-)adjoint of u g , and u´1 g means the (operator-)inverse of u g on H G . In particular, the unitary operators tu g u gPG satisfy
for all g 1 , g 2 P G, and ξ g2 P H G , and
where u´1 g mean the operator-inverses of u g for all g P G.
By construction it is easy to check that a group algebra A G is a (˚-)subalgebra of the operator algebra BpH G q, consisting of (bounded linear) operators on H G (pure algebraically, without considering topology).
So under operator-norm topology of BpH G q, we can have the group C˚-algebra A G ; also, under weak-operator topology, one can have the group von Neumann algebra (or the group W˚-algebra) A G w , etc.
Let A G be the group algebra. Define a linear functional
Then it is a well-defined linear functional. Moreover, it satisfies
, tr G is a trace on A G . We usually call tr G the canonical trace on A G (e.g., [11] ). Thus, the pair pA G , tr G q forms a free probability space in the sense of Section 2.2. This free probability space pA G , tr G q is called the (canonical) group(-algebra)free probability space (under topologies, the group C˚-free probability space, or the group W˚-probability space, etc).
NORMAL HECKE PROBABILITY SPACES
In this section we review free-probabilistic structures obtained in [7] , and main results of [7] will be introduced for our future work.
NORMAL HECKE SUBALGEBRAS H
Notice, first that, by the very definition (2.1), the Hecke algebra HpG p q can be re-defined by
where C˚rXs mean algebras generated by X under the usual functional addition and convolution in the sense of Section 2.1, and χ Y mean characteristic functions of µ p -measurable subsets Y of G p , where µ p is in the sense of (2.2). The set
generating the Hecke algebra HpG p q, is said to be the generating set of HpG p q, and we call elements of X p of (3.2) generating elements of HpG p q, i.e.,
By (3.1) and (3.3), one may write
t j χ xj KjˇN P N, and t j P C, and
set-theoretically. By construction HpG p q is a well-defined vector space over C. As in Section 2.1, the convolution (˚) on HpG p q, as a vector multiplication, is defined by 
Thus by (3.5), we obtain the following general result; if f j " ř nj k"1 t j,k χ x j,k Kj are generating elements of HpG p q in X p , for j " 1, 2, then
Without loss of generality, for any x P G p , one can understand
by (2.2). We now consider specific generating elements χ xK in X p , where K are "normal" compact-open subgroups of G p . Recall that a subgroup K is normal in an arbitrary group Γ, if gK " Kg for all g P Γ. As usual, we denote this normal subgroup-inclusion by K Γ.
Define a subset Y p of the generating set X p of HpG p q by
Then we have a subalgebra 
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We obtain the following general computations.
Proposition 3.4. Let χ xj Kj be generating elements of the normal Hecke subalgebra
Proof. The proof of (3.12) is done by (3.9), inductively (e.g., [2] and [7] ).
From now on, let us denote the convolution f˚. . .˚f of n-copies of f simply by f pnq for all n P N and f P HpG p q.
FREE-PROBABILISTIC MODELS ON H Yp
Let HpG p q be the Hecke algebra generated by the generalized linear group G p " GL 2 pQ p q over the p-adic number field Q p , for a fixed prime p. From Section 3.1, we start to understand this algebra HpG p q as an algebra C˚rX p s generated by X p of (3.1), consisting of C-valued functions f formed by
where K is a compact-open subgroup of G p , for N P N. So, to consider free-distributional data, we concentrate on generating elements χ xK 's and e xK 's, for x P G p , and compact-open subgroups K. Moreover, in this section, we restrict further our interests to the normal Hecke subalgebra H Yp of HpG p q, for a fixed prime p. Let u p be the group-identity of G p , i.e.,
For the fixed u p define now a linear functional ϕ p on H Yp by
The construction of the linear functional ϕ p on H Yp (originally introduced in [7] ) is motivated by the canonical traces on group von Neumann algebras (e.g., [11] ), and thepoint-evaluation linear functionals on arithmetic functions in the sense of [4] [5] [6] and [8] . Clearly, the morphism ϕ p is a well-defined linear functional on H Yp , and hence, the pair pH Yp , ϕ p q forms a free probability space in the sense of Section 2.2. Definition 3.5. We call the linear functional ϕ p of (3.12) on the normal Hecke subalgebra H Yp , the canonical linear functional. And the corresponding free probability space pH Yp , ϕ p q is said to be the normal Hecke probability space.
Then we obtain the following fundamental free-moment computations.
Proposition 3.6 ([7]
). Let χ xK , χ xj Kj , e xK , e xj Kj be generating free random variables in the normal Hecke probability space pH Yp , ϕ p q for all j P N. Then
Indeed, 14) by (3.13), where
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are the block-depending free moments for all V P π and π P N CpN q, where k p n p. . .q means free cumulant determined by ϕ p as in Section 2.2.
By (3.14) one can get the following freeness condition (3.15) on the normal Hecke subalgebra H Yp . And this freeness condition shows that classical independence guarantees our freeness.
Proposition 3.7 ([7]
). Let f j " χ Kj be free random variables in the normal Hecke free probability space pH Yp , ϕ p q for j " 1, 2. Then
(3.15)
FREE PROBABILITY ON HpG p q
In this section we extend the free probability on the normal Hecke subalgebra H Yp of Section 3.2 to free probability fully on the Hecke algebra HpG p q. For more information about such extensions, see [2] . Let G be an arbitrary group and let K be a subgroup of G. The normal core Core G pKq of K in G is defined by the subgroup of G,
Kg˘.
(4.1)
Then the normal core Core G pKq is the maximal normal subgroup of G contained in K, i.e., Core G pKq G and Core G pKq ď K.
For convenience, we denote the normal core Core G pKq of (4.1) satisfying (4.2) simply by K G .
Define now a linear transformation E p on the Hecke algebra HpG p q by a morphism satisfying (4.3) and (4.4) below:
and 
inductively by (4.4) . Remark that if the condition (4.5) holds, then the formula [2] ), and hence, the formula (4.6) holds, and hence the equality (4.7) holds, by (4.3) and (4.6). 
Otherwise, they are identical to the zero element 0 HpGpq of the Hecke algebra HpG p q.
Proof. The proof of (4.9) is done by (4.5) and (4.8). See [2] for more details.
By construction it is not difficult to check that the linear transformation E p maps HpG p q onto the normal Hecke subalgebra H Yp . Moreover, this morphism E p is idempotent in the sense that E 2 p pf q " E p pE p pf" E p pf q for all f P HpG p q, because normal cores are normal subgroups of G p . Definition 4.2. We will call the morphism E p of (4.2), the normal-coring on HpG p q.
Define now a linear functional ψ p on the Hecke algebra HpG p q by
By the linearity of both the canonical linear functional ϕ p on H Yp and the normal-coring E p on HpG p q, the morphism ψ p is a linear functional on HpG p q. We call the linear functional ψ p of (4.10), the normal-cored (canonical) linear functional on HpG p q. So, the pair pHpG p q, ψ p q forms a free probability space. Definition 4.3. The free probability space pHpG p q, ψ p q of the Hecke algebra HpG p q and the normal-cored linear functional ψ p of (4.10) is said to be the normal-cored Hecke probability space.
Generally we obtain the following joint free-moment computations.
Theorem 4.4. Let pHpG p q, ψ p q be the normal-cored Hecke probability space, and let f j " χ xj Kj be generating free random variables in pHpG p q, ψ p q for j P N. If the condition (4.5) holds for N P N, then we obtain N q˘µ p`x1,...,N K 1 
Proof. Suppose first that
for N P N, i.e., assume that the condition (4.5) holds. Then we have So we obtain that by (4.12), whenever V " pj 1 , . . . , j k q P π for all π P N CpN q and for all N P N, where µ p pV q are the V -block-depending free moments. By the above joint free-cumulant formula (4.13), we obtain the following freeness condition on the normalized Hecke probability space pHpG p q, ψ p q.
Theorem 4.5 ([2]
). Let f j " χ Kj and h j " e Kj be free random variables in the normal-cored Hecke probability space pHpG p q, ψ p q for j " 1, 2. Then
(4.14)
REPRESENTATIONS ON NORMAL-CORED HECKE PROBABILITY SPACES
In this section we introduce representations of the normal-cored Hecke probability spaces pHpG p q, ψ p q, for primes p. Let p be a fixed prime, and let pHpG p q, ψ p q be the corresponding normal-cored Hecke probability space. Define a sesqui-linear form on the Hecke algebra HpG p q, r¨,¨s p :
where
where z means the conjugate of z for all z P C. We call the above unary operation Suppose K is a nonempty proper "normal" compact-open subgroup of G p and let xK be the left coset of K by x P G p . As "non-empty subsets" of G p , it is possible that xK X K " ∅, and hence, µ p pxK X Kq " 0.
In such a case we have So the pseudo-inner product space pHpG p q, r¨,¨s p q is not an inner product space, by (5.6).
When we understand our Hecke algebra HpG p q as a pseudo-inner product space, we denote it by H p .
On the pseudo-inner product space H p define a relation R p by
By the very definition (5.7) of R p , it is an equivalence relation on H p .
Definition 5.2.
Let H p be the pseudo-inner product space (5.6), and let R p be the equivalence relation (5.7) on H p . Define the quotient space H p by 
CERTAIN PROJECTIONS AND PARTIAL ISOMETRIES ON H p
In this section under the Hecke representation pH p , α p q of the Hecke probability space pHpG p q, ψ p q, certain generating elements of HpG p q will be considered as Hilbert-space operators on H p (under quotient). In particular, we are interested in partial isometries induced by generating elements and their initial and final projections.
Already in [2] we studied some operator-theoretic information; self-adjointness, normality, unitarity, isometry-property and hyponormality; of such operators. In particular, we realized that, by the very constructions of the Hecke algebra 
by (6.4).
(ð) If µ p pKq " 1, and x P K, then xK " K, and hence,
Therefore, the relation (6.5) holds, and hence α p f is a projection on H p . (ñ) Suppose the relation (6.5) holds, and assume that either µ p pKq ‰ 1, or
, and hence, χ x 2 K ‰ χ xK . So, the relation (6.5) does not hold true, and it contradicts our assumption.
Assume now that µ p pKq ‰ 1. Then, clearly,
in general, thus the relation (6.5) does not hold either. It again contradicts our assumption. Therefore, we obtain the characterization The above characterization (6.3) shows that the generating elements f " χ xK of the normal-cored Hecke probability space pHpG p q, ψ p q assign projections α p f on the Hecke Hilbert space H p , whenever f " χ K with µ p pKq " 1.
(6.7)
Let f j " χ Kj be non-zero generating elements of pHpG p q, ψ p q, where µ p pK j q " 1, equivalently, α p fj are projections on H p , by (6.3) and (6.7), for j " 1, 2. Also, let f " χ xK P pHpG p q, ψ p q, and α p f , the corresponding operator on H p , where xK " Kx in G p .
Consider the following functional equation:
f˚˚f " f 1 and f˚f˚" f 2 on HpG p q.
Consider the equality (6.10) below:
To satisfy (6.10), one must have that:
µ p pKq " 1, and
By (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10), we obtain the following theorem. (6.9) , (6.10) and (6.11). Similarly, one obtains that
is a partial isometry with its initial and final projections
The relation (6.13) shows that the operator α
is a partial isometry with its initial and final projections identified with the projection α
The above necessary condition (6.12) shows that, whenever we fix a projection α p χ K on H p (with µ p pKq " 1), one may take a partial isometry α
having its both initial and final projections α p χ K . By the property of µ p , one automatically obtains that µ p px 2 0 K 0 q " µ p pK 0 q " µ p pKq " 1. Notice that the choice of K 0 , for a fixed K, is not unique, i.e., one may have multi-partial isometries having both initial and final projections α
14)
for some
Then by (6.12), the operators α induced by x´1 j K, satisfying (6.14) for all j " 1, . . . , N , i.e.,
The above equality holds by the quotient relation R p on the normal-cored Hecke Hilbert space H p .
Let us denote these partial isometries α
, whose initial and final projections α p χ K , for j " 1, . . . , N , for N P N, where
(and hence, K G p , too, by (6.14)). Then the subgroup generated by tT
where F`ta j u N j"1˘i s the free group generated by ta j u N j"1 , and ta 
where xXy mean here the groups generated by sets X. Now let T N be the group, (with possible re-arrangements), where T K N is in the sense of (6.15), and T N is in the sense of (6.16).
Since both T K N and T N have N -generators, the generator-and-operation-preserving morphism Ω of (6.17) is bijective. It also satisfies that Notice that in the above theorem, the normality condition for K 1 , . . . , K N is crucial.
By the above theorem we obtain the following sub-structure theorem in α p pHpG pin BpH p q.
Theorem 6.4.
Under the same hypothesis with the above theorem, the C˚-subalgebra generated by tT Proof. By the above theorem the (sub)group T K N of (6.14) generated by tT
is group-isomorphic to the group T N of (6.16), by the group-isomorphism Ω of (6.17), i.e.,
Therefore, the group C˚-algebra
is˚-isomorphic to the group C˚-algebra
where u means the left-regular unitary representation in the sense of Section 2.3. Indeed, one can extend the group-isomorphism Ω of (6.17) under linearization, i.e., we have a morphism
. , n and n P N Y t8u (under C˚-topology).
It is not difficult to check Ω o is a˚-isomorphism.
The characterization (6.19) shows that α p pHpG pcontains group C˚-algebras (˚-isomorphic to) C˚pT N q, for N P N, where T N are in the sense of (6.16), whenever there are compact-open normal subgroups K with µ p pKq " 1, and distinct compact-open subgroups K j with µ p pK j q " 1, satisfying
As in above theorems we assume K is a normal compact-open subgroup of G p with µ p pKq " 1, and
As a special case we consider the following conditions (6.20) and (6.21) below; suppose that the non-identity group elements x j of G p are self-invertible in the sense that:
And for the compact-open normal subgroup K, take
Then automatically we have that
Remark 6.5. Indeed, such group elements x j exist in G p . For instance, if we let
So, one may take finitely many distinct elements
Moreover, for a fixed normal subgroup K of G p , we can take such x 1 , . . . , x N in G p , which are not contained in K. For instance, if K is the normal core U Gp of U " GL 2 pZ p q, then we can take
n G p , satisfying x 1 , x 2 R U Gp and hence, x 1 U Gp and x 2 U Gp are as in (6.21).
Remark that
in G p . So, the group generated by tx 1 U G1 , x 2 U G2 u is group-isomorphic to the noncommutative group
The corresponding operators T
are partial isometries on H p , whose initial and final projections are the projection α p χ K on H p . Therefore, one can obtain the group, 
Assumption and Notation 6.6 (in short, AN 6.6 from below). In the rest of this paper if we write a group T K N , then it means a group (6.22), which is a special case of the general construction (6.15), satisfying (6.23), i.e., K j " x j K of (6.21), where x j satisfy (6.20), for j " 1, . . . , N. But if we need to handle general cases as in (6.15) and (6.19), we will state clearly in the text.
By the group-isomorphic relation in the general format of (6.15) with (6.16), a group T K N of AN 6.6 is group-isomorphic to the group T N of (6.16), too. Recall that the group T N of (6.16) is defined to be the quotient group
In fact, the group T N is naturally group-isomorphic to the finitely presented group F N ,
j " e N , and
i.e.,
By the above discussions, we obtain the following refined results under AN 6.6.
Corollary 6.7. Let T K N be a group in the sense of (6.22) under AN 6.6. Then it is group-isomorphic to the finitely generated group F N of (6.24). Moreover, the group
and
Proof. By the discussion in the above paragraphs, the group T N of (6.16) is group-isomorphic to F N of (6.24), by (6.20), (6.21) and (6.23) (under AN 6.6). So one can define a morphism Ψ : T N Ñ F N by a generator-preserving bijection between the two finite sets, Ψpa j q " w j for all j " 1, . . . , N, such that Ψpa i a j q " Ψpa i qΨpa j q " w i w j (under possible re-arrangements) for all i, j " 1, . . . , N. Therefore, one has that
By the above group-isomorphic relations we obtain
FREE STRUCTURES ON C˚`T K NȊ
n this section we study freeness conditions on our group C˚-algebras and their structure theorems. Now let K be a fixed normal compact-open subgroup of G p , with µ p pKq " 1, and hence, the corresponding operator T K " α p χ K is a projection on the Hecke Hilbert space H p , acting as the identity operator on the subspace
Assume further that there exist distinct self-invertible group elements x j P G p in the sense that: x´1 j " x j , and distinct subsets K j of G p with µ p pK j q " 1, such that
as in AN 6.6. Then, by (6.12), the corresponding operators T 
We have seen in (6.19) and (6.25) the C˚-algebra C˚`T K N˘i s˚-isomorphic to the group C˚-algebra C˚pT N q generated by the finitely generated group,
Let's denote C˚`T K N˘a nd C˚pT N q simply by CK ,N , and CN , respectively. Because of the˚-isomorphic relations between CK ,N and CN we sometimes use CK ,N and CN , alternatively, as a same object. However, whenever we emphasize such C˚-algebras CN are constructed from our Hecke representational setting we will precisely use the term CK ,N .
FREE-DISTRIBUTIONAL DATA ON CK ,N
Let T K N be the group in the general sense of (6.14) and CK ,N , the corresponding group C˚-algebra generated by T By the free cumulant formula (7.9), we obtain the following equivalent free-distributional data with (7.7) for the partial isometries tT for all pi 1 , . . . , i n q P t1, . . . , N u n and n P N.
Proof. The proof of (7.10) is done by (7.9).
The above computation (7.10) provides the following freeness necessary condition on our group C˚-probability space pCK ,N , ψ p q. 
FREENESS ON CK ,N
In this section we concentrate on freeness on our graph C˚-subalgebra CK ,N generated by T K N in BpH K p q. Throughout this section we restrict our interests to the special case where T K N are under AN 6.6, for convenience. Remark that even though we are in the general setting, the main results of this section would be similar.
Recall the˚-isomorphic relation between CK ,N and CN , where CN is the group C˚-algebra generated by the group, Like the above necessary freeness conditions (7.11) and (7.12), one can verify that in some cases, the generator set tT Proof. If the conditions (7.11) and (7.12) hold, then the generators tT K j u N j"1 of the subgroup T K N of (7.13) are free from each other in pCK ,N , ψ p q. Moreover, in such a case, the group T K N is group-isomorphic to G 2 N of (7.13), since T K N forms a free family (under quotient). Thus, the group-isomorphic relation (7.14) holds.
Therefore, in this case, one has
by (7.14). So, the˚-isomorphic relation (7.16) holds.
In the proof of (7.16) the freeness on T K N (from (7.11) and (7.12)) in pCK ,N , ψ p q is critical i.e., If T N K is generated by a free family tT j u 
